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Increasing concern about the impacts of climate change on ecosystems is prompting
ecologists and ecosystem managers to seek reliable projections of physical drivers of
change. The use of global climate models in ecology is growing, although drawing
ecologically meaningful conclusions can be problematic. The expertise required to
access and interpret output from climate and earth systemmodels is hampering progress
in utilizing themmost effectively to determine the wider implications of climate change. To
address this issue, we present a joint approach between climate scientists and ecologists
that explores key challenges and opportunities for progress. As an exemplar, our focus
is the Southern Ocean, notable for significant change with global implications, and on
sea ice, given its crucial role in this dynamic ecosystem. We combined perspectives
to evaluate the representation of sea ice in global climate models. With an emphasis
on ecologically-relevant criteria (sea ice extent and seasonality) we selected a subset of
eight models that reliably reproduce extant sea ice distributions. While the model subset
shows a similar mean change to the full ensemble in sea ice extent (approximately 50%
decline in winter and 30% decline in summer), there is a marked reduction in the range.
This improved the precision of projected future sea ice distributions by approximately
one third, and means they are more amenable to ecological interpretation. We conclude
that careful multidisciplinary evaluation of climate models, in conjunction with ongoing
modeling advances, should form an integral part of utilizing model output.
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INTRODUCTION
Natural variability in the climate system and anthropogenic
climate change result in a complex array of physical and
biological responses. Marine ecosystems are inextricably
connected to the climate system and significant changes to their
structure and function are both observed and expected (Doney
et al., 2012; Blois et al., 2013; Sydeman et al., 2015). Effects
may be direct (e.g., temperature changes affecting physiological
processes such as growth, reproduction, consumption and
respiration), or indirect (e.g., those resulting from changes
to primary productivity, which in turn can influence species
abundance, distributions and interactions; Constable et al.,
2014). Biological feedbacks to the climate system such as the
role of biology in carbon sequestration are recognized (Hauck
and Völker, 2015; Hickman, 2015) although difficult to quantify
(Passow and Carlson, 2012).
Concern about the effects of climate change on marine
ecosystems is growing (Hoegh-Goldberg and Bruno, 2010;
Cheung et al., 2013; Halpern et al., 2015) and is a major focus
of global environmental research programmes and targets such
as Future Earth, the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research
(SCOR) and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
Ecologists are increasingly being asked to provide advice in
this regard to support conservation and management decisions
(Hollowed et al., 2013; Barange et al., 2014; García Molinos
et al., 2015). Understanding and predicting these effects requires
knowledge of the processes that determine the distribution
and abundance of species, the structure and functioning of
ecosystems within which they occur, and their past and present
dynamics (Southward et al., 1995; Mieszkowska et al., 2006; Lima
et al., 2007; Doney et al., 2012; Murphy et al., 2012). This is
coupled with the need to understand the key physical drivers
of change and for reliable projections of them. As such, the
use of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)-
class climate models (Box 1) is rapidly gaining momentum in
ecological studies of change (Hunter et al., 2010; Bopp et al., 2013;
Jenouvrier et al., 2014; Piñones and Fedorov, 2016).
Although these models are designed to provide realistic
representations of the climate system and projections of climate
variables (e.g., atmospheric and ocean temperatures, sea ice
extent and winds) that are known to influence ecological
processes, applying them to ecological problems is challenging
(Stock et al., 2011; Snover et al., 2013; Harris et al., 2014).
No model is perfect and none reproduce all current and past
climates, so projections need to be used with care. There are
important caveats that users must consider and these issues
are likely to be compounded in the ecosystem context where
additional considerations, such as differences in spatial and
temporal scale, may be significant. Most experiments using
IPCC-class models are designed to provide projections on time
scales of the order multiple decades (>30 years) and tend to
be run with spatial grids of around 200 km. On such temporal
scales, climate change signals should be clearly distinguishable
from natural variability. However, from an ecological perspective,
shorter (<30 years) time frames are key due to biological
processes, including life cycles, generation lengths and phenology
(Stock et al., 2011), and the time frames of human activities
(such as fishing) and political decision-making. At these shorter
temporal scales it is difficult or impossible to distinguish between
natural variability and the background climate change signal
(Macias et al., 2013). Furthermore, many key ecological processes
occur at regional (i.e., tens to hundreds of kilometers in
extent) or smaller scales, hence biological responses to change
also vary at these scales (Helmuth et al., 2006; Clarke et al.,
2009; Peck, 2011; Chave, 2013). Similarly, resource conservation
and management is also often concerned with regional or
smaller scales (e.g., subareas, divisions or subdivisions in the
case of fishing areas) that may contain relatively discrete
populations of certain species (Stock et al., 2011; Sydeman et al.,
2015).
Here we focus on the Southern Ocean as an exemplar region
for exploring the use of IPCC-classmodels in studies of ecological
change. The region was the subject of much attention during
IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), owing to its important
role in the global climate system and the significant changes
already observed (Le Quere et al., 2007; Böning et al., 2008;
Hauck et al., 2013; Kennicutt and Chown, 2014; Larsen et al.,
2014; Landschützer et al., 2015). One of the most notable changes
in this region has been the increase in westerly wind speeds
associated with stratospheric ozone depletion (Turner et al., 2009;
Thompson et al., 2011; Meijers, 2014). There is strong evidence
that this has had important effects on the Southern Ocean, in
particular sea ice (Ferreira et al., 2015). However, major issues
remain with regard to reproducing the observed physical state
of the Southern Ocean in global climate models, and these have
implications for the reliability of predicted responses to future
climate forcing (Turner et al., 2013; Meijers, 2014).
Considerable progress has been made with qualitative
assessments of the effects of physical changes on Southern
Ocean ecosystems, revealing key drivers (including sea ice,
wind, various water mass properties and mixed layer depth)
and complex responses throughout the food web (e.g., Murphy
et al., 2007; Massom and Stammerjohn, 2010; Gutt et al., 2012;
Constable et al., 2014; Hunt et al., 2016; Xavier et al., 2016).
Broadly, the effects are likely to include impacts on habitat,
physiology, distribution, population densities, phenology,
and community interactions (Trathan and Agnew, 2010).
Quantitative assessments are more difficult. Relevant biological
data are often patchy or imprecisely known, while effects are
often indirect and multifaceted (Bednarek et al., 2011; Murphy
et al., 2012; Melbourne-Thomas et al., 2013; Gutt et al., 2015).
This makes the challenges of assessing future change even greater
(Hill et al., 2013; Kawaguchi et al., 2013; Melbourne-Thomas
et al., 2016).
Despite the challenges, quantitative assessments of the
effects of change are urgently required, not least because the
conservation and management of the Southern Ocean must
account for the dual realities of climate-driven ecosystem change
and growing demand for fishery resources (Murphy et al., 2008;
CCAMLR, 2009; Trathan and Agnew, 2010; Hill et al., 2013).
Input from the scientific community is critical in providing
policy-relevant information on climate change impacts for use in
decision making.
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BOX 1 | IPCC-class climate models.
By “IPCC-class models” we refer to full complexity coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice- climate and earth system models. This type of model is a fundamental
tool for quantifying how the environment may change in the future. They are increasingly able to take account of complex processes, including the “ozone
hole,” carbon uptake in the ocean, and atmospheric aerosols. Because of the complexity, non-linearity and small horizontal scale of many meteorological and
oceanographic processes, these models require intensive computer processing power and are therefore run at only a few dozen climate research centres.
They can be run with “pre-industrial” concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHG) before anthropogenic forcing is introduced (from mid-nineteenth century) to
quantify the impacts of the known increase in greenhouse gas concentrations and the development of the ozone hole. In addition, possible trajectories of twenty-
first century climate change can be derived from climate model simulations run under different (GHG) emission scenarios and recovery of stratospheric ozone amounts.
Future GHG emissions will be the product of complex dynamic systems, determined by a combination of political decisions, demography, socio-economic
development and technological change. Their evolution is highly uncertain and a range of plausible scenarios have been defined to provide a common set of future
emission outcomes that can be used to help compare results across different climate models. The set of scenarios of future change in climate forcings that were
used in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) are termed Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Meinshausen et al., 2011). There are four RCPs
(RCP8.5 which corresponds to the pathway with the highest GHG emissions, followed by RCP6, RCP4.5, and RCP2.6), each one represents a different trajectory
and cumulative emission concentration to 2100.
A major initiative that provided much of the climate model data for the most recent IPCC report is the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5,
managed by the World Climate Research Programme) (Taylor et al., 2012). The CMIP5 dataset is a comprehensive set of outputs from approximately 60 of the
world’s most sophisticated climate models from major climate modeling centres (such collections are often referred to as climate model ensembles). The CMIP model
intercomparisons have historically been synchronized with the preparation phases of IPCC reports, hence the models (and model setups) are often referred to as
“IPCC-class” models. The most up-to-date climate models are currently being prepared for CMIP6 in advance of the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report (AR6), which is
scheduled to be released around 2021-2022.
IPCC-class models are essential tools for quantitatively
integrating knowledge of the climate system and making
projections. There are general recommendations for ecologists
on their use (e.g., Snover et al., 2013; Harris et al., 2014),
but information specifically for climate scientists about the
requirements of ecologists is lacking. Furthermore, while
generic guidelines are useful, detail specific to particular
regions is also important, and expert-agreed benchmarks
would be valuable. Here, with our focus on the Southern
Ocean, and on sea ice, given its crucial role in this dynamic
system (Box 2), we ask how these models can be used
most effectively to understand, and manage, the responses
of species, communities and ecosystems to change. Our
study represents a first step in bringing members of the
Southern Ocean climate and ecological community together to
jointly explore key challenges and consider opportunities for
progress.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Capabilities and Limitations of IPCC-class
Climate Models
The first step in this study was the compilation of a set of
key questions that Southern Ocean ecologists would ideally like
to address through the use of climate models. To begin to
consider the challenges of using IPCC-class models to address
such questions, we focused in detail on one important driver, sea
ice, owing to its crucial role in the Southern Ocean (Box 2) and
identified properties of particular ecological significance.
Sea Ice in CMIP5 Models
We evaluated the representation of Southern Hemisphere sea ice
in CMIP5 models with an emphasis on extent and seasonality
due to the crucial ecological roles of these properties (see
below). To assess which models most closely reproduced aspects
of the Southern Ocean sea ice extent (SIE) cycle (e.g., late-
summer minimum and amplitude of the annual cycle), we used
selection criteria following the methodology of the Arctic sea
ice analysis of Wang and Overland (2009), adjusted to reflect
the timing of austral seasons. This specifies that simulated
sea ice must fall within ±20% of satellite data for mean
minimum SIE and mean seasonality (where seasonality is
the annual difference between the maximum and minimum
SIE).
Data
For the analysis presented here monthly-mean sea ice
concentration data was used (CMIP5 variable name “sic”),
which is the proportion of each model grid cell that is covered by
sea ice. Output from two different types of model experiments
were retrieved. The CMIP5 data can be downloaded from
the Earth System Grid https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/esgf-
llnl/. Firstly “historical” simulations, which are run with
observed concentrations of greenhouse gases and other
known important climate drivers between the mid-nineteenth
century to the present. Second, global warming simulations
following a scenario of high emissions of greenhouse gases
(RCP8.5). Future climate conditions are taken from the late
twenty-first century in the RCP8.5 simulations (2079-2099)
and these are compared against baseline (i.e., as a reference
period from which to define twenty-first century change and
over which to compare observations against climate model
output) conditions taken from the period 1979-1999 in the
historical simulations. After first eliminating the models for
which both monthly sea ice concentration data and data for the
RCP8.5 high emissions scenario were not available, a total of
35 different CMIP5 models were identified (see below). These
baseline conditions were also used for comparing models and
observations in the sub-setting procedure. The dataset used was
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BOX 2 | Southern Hemisphere sea ice.
Southern Hemisphere sea ice has a range of influences in the Earth System including on global heat and carbon cycles, and sea-level rise, and is a sensitive indicator
of change in the Polar Regions; therefore, understanding its variability in the climate system is critical. It forms one of the largest, most dynamic marine ecosystems on
Earth, with marine biota being highly adapted to its presence, seasonality and properties over evolutionary timescales (Clarke et al., 2007; Massom and Stammerjohn,
2010; Constable et al., 2014). Overall, sea ice extent around the Antarctic ranges from a late winter peak of ∼19 million km2 to a minimum of ∼3–4 million km2 in
summer (Massom and Stammerjohn, 2010). Since the late 1970s the annual mean total Southern Hemisphere sea ice extent has increased by ∼3%, albeit with
considerable regional contrast and variability (Turner et al., 2013; Gagné et al., 2015; Simmonds, 2015). However, as the impacts of shorter term variability (associated
with natural variability and ozone depletion) recede over longer time frames, this overall increasing trend is projected to reverse in direction (Bracegirdle et al., 2008;
Turner et al., 2013).
the Bootstrap version 2 product described in Comiso (2000;
updated 2015).
Sea Ice Diagnostics and CMIP5 Model
Selection
The basic parameter used for evaluation was total Southern
Hemisphere sea ice extent (SIE), which was calculated from
monthly mean sea ice concentration data (both the CMIP5 and
satellite Bootstrap 2 datasets). It was defined as the area enclosed
by the 15% concentration contour of the sea ice concentration
fields over the Southern Hemisphere.
Further details are provided in Supplementary Material
Methods.
RESULTS
Capabilities and Limitations of IPCC-class
Climate Models
Considering the key questions identified by Southern Ocean
ecologists alongside current capabilities and limitations of the
models, revealed fundamental differences in perspectives and
approaches between the two disciplines. These include methods;
research interests and priorities; requirements of the models
(Supplementary Table 1); and terminology (Supplementary Table
2). Issues around temporal and spatial scales were noted in
particular, as was the need to resolve detailed features such as the
Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) (i.e., the transition area between open
ocean and sea ice).
Sea Ice As an Exemplar Variable
Focusing on sea ice as an exemplar variable, information was
compiled on properties of particular ecological relevance. Sea
ice forms an essential surface habitat for resting, breeding and
feeding, and sub-surface habitat for food and refugia, it also
influences water column properties, and affects the reproductive
cycles, recruitment and foraging behavior of a wide range of
species. It plays a pivotal role in Southern Ocean biogeochemical
cycles, and influences fisheries, not only through its impact on
the distribution and potentially the abundance of target species,
but by affecting the access of vessels to fishing grounds. It is
clear that the seasonal advance and retreat of sea ice (timing
and extent) is a major driver of the structure and functioning of
the Southern Ocean pelagic ecosystem, and this formed the basis
for our evaluation of the models (see Materials and Methods).
Supplementary Table 3 summarizes the information collated on
sea ice. Recognizing the range of multiple stressors involved,
Supplementary Table 3 also includes information for other key
drivers, detailing aspects of these that are particularly important
ecologically, providing a baseline for future work.
Sea Ice in CMIP5 Models
The criteria we applied reduced the available 35 models
(Supplementary Table 4) (referred to hereafter as the full
ensemble) to a subset of eight models (referred to hereafter as the
subset). The importance of this sub-setting is presented below.
Effect of Sub-Setting on Historical and Future
CMIP5-Derived Sea Ice Distributions
Late twentieth century sea ice distributions from the full
ensemble are shown both for austral summer (December-
February) (Figure 1A) and winter (June-August) (Figure 2A).
These highlight the large ranges in the summer and winter
distributions in the full ensemble for the 1979-99 period. Large
ranges are also seen in projected sea ice distributions in the late
twenty-first century (Figures 1B, 2B).
The inter-model range of sea ice in the historical runs is
much smaller for the subset (Figures 3A, 4A). This is expected
since those with large deviations have been removed. However,
Figures 3B, 4B illustrate that this narrower range is maintained
in the projected sea ice spatial distribution in the late twenty-
first century. This emphasizes that model-projected future sea
ice distributions (and associated variables) are highly dependent
on the match between simulated and observed climatological SIE
conditions (Risbey et al., 2014; Bracegirdle et al., 2015).
In terms of ensemble mean change in sea ice concentration,
it is evident that the subset gives more clearly defined regions
of ice reduction with larger changes in many regions. This is
particularly apparent in winter (Figures 2C, 4C). These regional
differences between the full ensemble and subset would likely
be more distinct in evaluations of sea ice at specific locations or
within specific sectors.
The mean twenty-first century change in SIE is similar both
in the full ensemble and the subset, with respective changes of 49
and 52% in summer and 31% for both in the winter. However, the
range in projected CMIP5 SIE change is smaller across models
that more closely reproduce the observed SIE climatology, with a
standard deviation from 12 to 8% in winter and a reduction for
the summer from 27 to 19% (Supplementary Table 5). It should
be noted that proportional changes are not as strongly influenced
by weighting, since, for example, models with too little sea ice
produce smaller absolute changes that are a similar proportion of
their own too-small SIE.
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FIGURE 1 | Austral summer (DJF) sea ice distribution for all available 35 models from historical simulations over the period 1979-1999 (A) and RCP8.5 (2079-2099)
(B) and the RCP8.5-historical difference (C). On each plot the filled contours show the all-model ensemble mean sea ice concentration, the red lines show the ice
edge for the model with most ice and the green lines show the ice edge for the model with least ice. The black lines on (A) show the observed extent (for 1979-1999
period) from the Comiso Bootstrap 2 dataset (see Materials and Methods).
FIGURE 2 | As Figure 1 above, but for winter (JJA).
DISCUSSION
Sea Ice in IPCC-class Models
The first step in the study highlighted the importance of
understanding the nature and capabilities of models and the
need for careful communication and interpretation of their
outputs. Crucially, we have demonstrated the importance of
model evaluation as a means to improve projections of change.
For both communities, it is imperative that models reproduce
the historical climate satisfactorily. In the case of sea ice this is
a necessary (i.e., a biased baseline climatology will produce a
biased projection) but, not sufficient (i.e., an accurate baseline
climatology will not necessarily produce an accurate projection
of future change) condition for producing reliable projections
of future change. Despite the large differences between observed
and simulated climatological sea ice extent in many climate
models (Turner et al., 2013), previous projections for Southern
Hemisphere sea ice have either treated all CMIP models equally
(Collins et al., 2013) or used weightings based on other variables
(Bracegirdle et al., 2008).
Our analysis shows that applying criteria, motivated by
ecological considerations, to select a subset of the available
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FIGURE 3 | As Figure 1 above, but for the subset of 8 models.
FIGURE 4 | As Figure 2 above, but for the subset of 8 models.
CMIP5 models dramatically reduces the range in projected
late-twenty-first century sea ice distribution and twenty-first
minus twentieth century absolute sea ice extent change. By
better representing Southern Hemisphere sea ice extent and
seasonality, the subset provides more ecologically meaningful
results (Figures 1–4). Box 3 captures some of the potential
consequences for projecting ecosystem change based on poorly
represented sea ice extent and seasonality.
Key Challenges and Recommendations
Therefore, as a first order assessment of the utility of IPCC-class
climate models in Southern Ocean ecosystem research, and in
particular sea ice, we propose that ecologists use the eight-model
subset and associated projected sea ice changes presented above.
However, interpretation of these must be accompanied by an
understanding of the associated uncertainty and caveats. Key
issues include the subjectivity in defining thresholds for sub-
setting (e.g., the 20% threshold used in this study), and the
possibility that the “good” models share common biases and
“get the right answer for the wrong reason.” Nevertheless, it is
clear that a necessary condition for capturing realistic changes in
ice-edge environments would be a satisfactory representation of
past and current conditions (Bracegirdle et al., 2015). The sub-
setting technique used here improved projections by taking this
into account. The difficulty comes in determining the reliability
of changes exhibited in sub-sets of “better” models. As the
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BOX 3 | Implications of using models that poorly represent Southern Hemisphere sea ice to project ecological responses to change.
Efforts to incorporate biology into physical models tend to include only components of the lower levels (e.g., phytoplankton) (Murphy et al., 2012). However, physical
changes can affect all trophic levels. Sea ice has complex multi-directional effects throughout the food web that influence the structure, function and dynamics of
Southern Ocean ecosystems (Figure 5, Supplementary Table 3). These can be direct effects (D) as with the provision of crucial habitat and its impact as a physical
barrier. They can also be indirect (I) through effects on physical conditions such as upper ocean temperature, irradiance and vertical mixing that in turn influence key
ecological processes, food type and availability, and species composition, distributions and abundance.
To capture some of the consequences of using models that poorly represent sea ice here we present a simplified view of some of its key effects in a Southern
Ocean pelagic food web (for examples of detailed Southern Ocean food webs see, e.g., Ducklow et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2007, 2012, 2013; Smith et al., 2007).
Consider a model(s) that has sea ice melting a month early or a month late. The details of confounding factors and interactions aside, poorly-representing sea ice (in
this case, melting too early or too late) will significantly impact phytoplankton and hence the overall productivity of the system:
Physical factors—One possible (greatly simplified) outcome is that ice melting too early exposes the water column to increased light, as well as increased air-sea
interaction. The opposite would be the case for late melting.
Phytoplankton (a)—The early melting would provide increased irradiance for phytoplankton growth, altering bloom timing, composition and extent (D). Productivity
would increase under these conditions. Conversely, productivity is likely to decrease if melting is late. There will also be indirect effects, e.g., on vertical flux (I).
Zooplankton (b and c)—Phytoplankton dynamics markedly influence zooplankton dynamics. If the ice melt is too early or too late, this will affect food availability
and phytoplankton-zooplankton coupling (I). The effects of melt timing on sea ice as a physical habitat are also important, for example this may affect essential
overwintering habitat for zooplankton larvae and disrupt life history patterns (D).
Fish and air-breathing predators (d and e)—Given the above effects, the timing of ice melt also influences the availability of prey (e.g., krill) for fish and higher
predators (whales, seals and penguins) (I). Many Southern Ocean fish and higher predators are directly dependent on sea ice as a habitat for feeding, breeding and
haul-out for which timing is crucial (D). Its presence or absence can also affect access to breeding and feeding grounds (D).
While there will always be associated uncertainty, by reducing the range and thereby better representing sea ice (Figures 1–4), the more confident we can be in the
model output, and in this case, in generating ecologically-relevant results (Figure 6).
understanding of how to deal with these and other caveats
(Supplementary Table 1) progresses within the climate modeling
community, it will be important for those interested in climate
change impacts on ecosystems to remain actively involved.
Challenges remain in Southern Ocean modeling, and many
of these are common to areas other than the Antarctic (Murphy
et al., 2012; IPCC, 2013; Giorgi and Gutowski, 2015). Some of
these are particularly pressing for ecologists and those involved
in conservation and management decision-making. Due to the
timescale of many ecological processes, projections of change for
the next two to three decades are required (Trathan and Agnew,
2010). Such timescales are also important for those studying
sea ice and other aspects of the climatology. However, on such
decadal time scales future change will be dominated by natural
variability of the climate system which is challenging to predict
with the current climate modeling tools (Meehl et al., 2009;
O’Kane et al., 2013; Risbey et al., 2014). This results in amismatch
in temporal scale between what the models can deliver and
the relevant time-window for ecological considerations (Massom
and Stammerjohn, 2010;Macias et al., 2013; Supplementary Table
1).
Given the variability in sea ice around the continent, and
the fact that many ecological processes, and conservation and
management decisions, take place at relatively small spatial
scales, improving the regional performance of climate models
is another clear need (Supplementary Table 1). As a case in
point, sea ice is highly variable in the Antarctic Peninsula and
Scotia Sea region (Murphy et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2016)
which is also the location of the main commercial fishery
for Antarctic krill (CCAMLR, 2015). The timing of regional
ice arrival, duration and retreat significantly influences habitat
availability, food type and availability, species distributions and
vessel access (Supplementary Table 3). Furthermore, the MIZ is
an area of great ecological importance, yet this and other detailed
features such as eddies are very difficult to capture in climate
models due to their small spatial scale (Supplementary Table 1).
By beginning to collectively understand and address these
needs (and others documented in Supplementary Table 1),
information from climate models can be more usefully applied,
and future research priorities can be jointly determined and
addressed. In the meantime, if the sea ice projections are to
be used, for example, to understand the changing dynamics of
individual species at regional or even local spatial scales, then
reconciling the information from global climate models requires
careful interpretation. However, in some situations, particularly
for more immediate (urgent) and high-level decision-making,
a high degree of complexity may not always be required.
For example, the projections could be used to help identify
where particular research efforts should be concentrated, or in
highlighting the main trends, at least in terms of direction and
range of change. Large-scale projections can also help to focus
more detailed studies. Smaller-scale regional studies and models
are invaluable and continue to be developed for the Southern
Ocean (e.g., Pinkerton et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2014; Graham
et al., 2016), and IPCC model projections may be considered
as boundary forcing for downscaled, regional or local fields.
Regional climate downscaling is a growing field of research, with
CORDEX providing an example (Dosio et al., 2014; Katragkou
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FIGURE 5 | A simplified representation of a Southern Ocean pelagic food web, where the trophic levels are represented by phytoplankton (a), small zooplankton
(copepods) (b), large zooplankton (krill) (c), fish (d), and air-breathing predators (seals, whales, penguins) (e). Sea ice exerts direct (D) (black arrow) and indirect (I)
(dotted lines) effects at each trophic level.
et al., 2015), although this needs to be carefully applied with an
appreciation of its strengths and weaknesses (Grose et al., 2012;
Corney et al., 2013).
In essence, a combination of large-scale and regional
information is key for the conservation and management of
Antarctic marine resources. The circumpolar nature and high
connectivity of the Southern Ocean, including to the global
ocean, means that a large-scale view is crucial in understanding
change (Murphy et al., 2008, 2012). Both regional and large-scale
information is required for ecosystem-based management such
as that of the Antarctic krill fishery in the Scotia Sea. Regional
information is needed to provide an understanding of how
harvested populations, dependent species, and access to fishing
areas may change over time (CCAMLR, 2016). However, because
conditions further afield are known to influence the population
dynamics of krill and their predators (see Supplementary Table 3
also Nicol et al., 2000; Thorpe et al., 2007; Atkinson et al., 2008;
Loeb et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2013; Melbourne-Thomas et al.,
2016), large-scale information is also valuable. Similarly, regional
information is important in the design and implementation of
marine protected areas (MPAs)—this might include ensuring
appropriate protection for vulnerable areas or those identified as
likely to be most resilient to change - with large-scale information
needed to ensure that regions are not considered in isolation.
Future Work
This work initiates an iterative process, alongside climate
model development for IPCC AR6, to provide model outputs
(projections) that can serve as a common resource for use in
ecological studies. This evaluation was concerned with processes
at the ocean surface whereas different life stages of species
can often be associated with deeper waters, thus our approach
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FIGURE 6 | Schematic illustrating that the deviation between observed (actual) and predicted state (in this case sea ice extent) has the potential to amplify as
ecological complexity increases. The pale central area and white arrows represent reductions in uncertainty by using the best available models (in this case the
eight-model subset).
may not be optimal for whole system studies. In building a
more comprehensive understanding of Southern Ocean change
it must also be recognized that physical and biogeochemical
changes do not act in isolation (Gruber, 2011; Bopp et al.,
2013), although understanding and modeling the interactive and
cumulative effects of multiple stressors presents a significant
challenge (Murphy et al., 2012; Boyd et al., 2014; Gutt et al., 2015).
Progress can now be made in extending this work to evaluate
model outputs for other key physical variables (e.g., winds,
various water mass properties, mixed layer depth, temperature,
and biogeochemical changes, see Supplementary Table 3)
from an ecological perspective. Comparison of model results
and performance with existing and emerging observations,
data products and technology (e.g., new GLODAPv2 (Global
Ocean Data Analysis Project Version 2), satellite products
for chlorophyll, primary production, data from the Southern
Ocean Continuous Plankton Recorder and Southern Ocean
Observing System, FISH-MIP (Fisheries and Marine Ecosystem
Model Intercomparison Project) and others (Rintoul et al.,
2012; Constable et al., 2016; Olsen et al., 2016) will be an
essential aspect of future work. In addition, more research is
needed on the mechanisms that link the physical variables to
ecological processes. Beyond that there is a need to consider
ecological scenarios, including the effects of the recovery of
over-exploited baleen whale populations (Branch et al., 2004;
Noad et al., 2011; Tulloch et al., 2017) toward fully integrated
system understanding. Future fishery scenarios are also required
to explore how demand may change over time.
We advocate the need for synergy between the climate
modeling community and a range of disciplines, including
but certainly not limited to, marine ecologists, as state-of-
the-art models continue to advance. We stress there is no
prescriptive method, rather a combination of approaches is
required. By refining large scale climate model output and
carefully using large-scale projections, together with specific
regional downscaling, the likely impacts of change on biota can
be predicted and appropriate conservation and management
decisions can be made.
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